TOP ATTRACTIONS
IN SCOTTSDALE
OLD TOWN SCOTTSDALE
WINE TRAIL | ALE TRAIL
Follow the winery or bar trails through Historic Old Town
and enjoy the aromas offered from this rustic palette.
SCOTTSDALE FASHION SQUARE
Looking for something for you or your loved ones?
Get your holiday shopping done early at the various
chic and stylish shops.
DESERT BOTANICAL GARDENS
Immerse yourself in the colors and fragrances of the desert
and discover nature's strategies for efficient, sustainable,
and harmonious ways to thrive in a desert environment.
DESERT SPLASH ADVENTURES
Take to the skies to see some of Arizona’s most dramatic,
breathtaking landscapes all of which leads up to your water
landing on Roosevelt Lake or Lake Powell –
the crown jewel of every flight.
FRANK LLOYD WRIGHT’S TALIESIN WEST
Visit the UNESCO World Heritage site and National
Historic Landmark built by architect Frank Lloyd Wright,
inspired by Arizona's desert and wildlife.
BUTTERFLY WONDERLAND
Enter the mesmerizing and educational wonderland
featuring the largest butterfly conservatory in the country
with over 3,000 fluttering butterflies.
MCDOWELL SONORAN CONSERVANCY
Discover the best trail for you or enjoy a guided
nature walk where guides provide interactive opportunities
for you to learn about the value, significance and wonder
of the McDowell Sonoran Preserve.
HOT AIR EXPEDITIONS
Ride on the clouds and experience the exhilaration
and gentleness that goes along with every balloon ride.
WESTERN SPIRIT 
SCOTTSDALE'S MUSEUM OF THE WEST
Western Spirit offers high-quality exhibitions,
educational programs, and community outreach addressing
regional history, particularly as reflected by the arts
and the dynamic cultural exchanges that have marked
the transition of the Old West into the New West.
OCTANE RACEWAY
Pump up your adrenaline with high speed gokart racing
on the only full time indoor/outdoor track. Your experience
is complete with a full arcade, mini bowling, and a fully
immersed multi-player virtual reality experience.
ODYSEA IN THE DESERT AQUARIUM
Immerse yourself in the largest aquarium in the southwest where
you can explore educational oceanic adventures like underwater
ocean walking, a giant submerged escalator that descends into the
deep ocean, and the world’s only rotating aquarium exhibit.
SCOTTSDALE MUSEUM OF CONTEMPORARY ART
Experience contemporary art and culture connecting
the dynamic art and ideas of our time and explore the
possibilities of innovation, creativity and expression.
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